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1 Preamble
1.1 Scope
This document describes the noise sources, which will affect spectroscopic observations
made by ARIEL. A detailed breakdown is presented quantifying the contribution that each
noise component makes to the total noise budget. A comparison between the predicted
ARIEL performance with mission requirements is provided.

1.2 Purpose
To demonstrate what is the relative contribution of different sources of experimental
uncertainties and to demonstrate the compliance of the ARIEL payload design with the
science requirements.

1.3 Applicable Documents
AD #

APPLICABLE DOCUMENT TITLE

DOCUMENT ID

ISSUE / DATE

1
2

Mission Requirements Document
ARIEL Detector Requirements

1.3
1.1

3

Payload Requirements Document

MRD
ARIEL-RAL-PL-DD001
ARIEL-RAL-PL-RS001

4

Detector readout modes

0.5

ARIEL-ATC-PL-TN001

1.4 Reference Documents
RD #

REFERENCE DOCUMENT TITLE

DOCUMENT ID

ISSUE /
DATE

1

ExoSim-Radiometric Models Comparison

1.2

2

Performance Model

3

Wavefront distortion analysis

ARIEL-CRDF-PL-TN002
ARIEL-CRDF-PLMOD-001
ARIEL-CRDF-PL-TN003
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2 Noise performance simulations
The goal of this document is to quantify the noise budget for the ARIEL baseline design and
to check if this nominal design meets current MRD noise requirement. It also describes the
simulations and data reduction methodology used to obtain these results, and discusses more
complex noise sources such as pointing jitter noise and stellar variability. The ARIEL design
tested here comprises a 0.9 m effective diameter telescope feeding a number of photometric
and spectroscopic channels: the ARIEL infrared spectrometer (AIRS) comprising of two
channels, Channel 0 (Ch0) covering 1.95-3.9 µm, and Channel 1 (Ch1) covering 3.9-7.8 µm,
a near infra-red spectrometer (NIRSpec) covering 1.25-1.9 µm, and three photometric
channels. The photometric channels comprise of a narrow band channel VISPhot covering
0.5-0.55 µm, and two wide band channels, FGS1 covering 0.8-1.0 µm and FGS2 covering
1.05-1.20 µm. Simultaneous wavelength coverage is therefore provided between 0.5 – 7.8
µm. We will obtain in this document, a detailed breakdown of each noise source affecting
the measurement in each of these channels. This is performed for three target cases:
1. The faintest star to be observed by ARIEL given by R-PERF-010 corresponding to the
target GJ1214.
2. The brightest star to be observed by ARIEL given by R-PERF-020, corresponding to
the target HD219134.
3. An intermediate target at K magnitude of 6.3 which represents the boundary condition
for a 'bright' target as defined in R-PERF-129, corresponding to the target
HD209458.
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2.1 Noise sources
In this study we have considered the following noise sources:
Noise type

Noise source

Astrophysical noise






Photon noise arising from the target
Photon noise arising from local zodiacal emissions
Stellar variability from pulsations, granulations
Stellar variability from star spots

Detector noise




Detector read out noise
Detector dark current noise

Thermal noise




Emission from telescope, common optics and dichroics
Temperature fluctuations of optical elements and detectors

Pointing jitter





Spectral jitter
Spatial jitter
Combined spatial and spectral jitter

Pixel response nonuniformity




Intra- and inter-pixel variations
Residual flat-field uncertainties after flat fielding

Table 1: Noise sources considered in this study

2.2 Simulation tool - ExoSim
In this study we utilize the ExoSim simulation package (Sarkar et al, SPIE, 2016; Sarkar et
al., 2017 in preparation, RD1 and RD2) applied to ARIEL (in this context also referred to as
ARIELSim). ExoSim generates a complete end-to-end simulation of a transit spectroscopy
observation, utilizing a numerical approach to simulate the time domain. It incorporates both
a model of the astrophysical scene (star and transiting planet) and the optical system
(telescope, instrument channels and detectors), outputting a time series of realistic images
akin to an actual observation (Figure 1). In contrast to static radiometric simulations, it can
simulate dynamic changes such as correlated noise and time-dependent systematics. It is
therefore ideal for capturing the effects of pointing jitter and stellar variability. The ExoSim
output requires a user-defined data reduction package to process the images and extract the
required information, as for a real observation. In the case of complete transit simulations,
light curves models must be fitted so that the spectra of the planet can be recovered with error
bars representing the noise on the transit depth at each wavelength. Alternatively the out of
transit (OOT) stellar signal can be simulated devoid of the planet transit, and the noise on this
signal measured through the standard deviation of the data timelines in each spectral bin.
This latter approach is useful as it allows direct comparison with performance requirements
(e.g. AD1 and AD3) which are defined in this way, i.e. post-processing noise in the time line
in one unit of integration time (R-PERF-160 and R-PRD-440).
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Figure 1: Exosim architecture and dependencies

2.3 ARIEL instrument model
In this document, we utilize the configuration shown in Table 2 as our model for ARIEL in
ExoSim. The telescope was modelled with a primary mirror of 0.9 m effective diameter.
Quantum efficiency (QE) variations of 5% rms are included in each simulation with residual
uncertainties of 0.5% rms that remain after flat fielding in data reduction. The likely size of
pixels used by ARIEL will be 18 microns and this was used for the FGS and NIRSpec
simulations. While the baseline for the AIRS focal plane array is to use Teledyne detectors,
here we present simulations for a significantly worst case, based on a focal plane array with
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significantly larger dark current. The reason behind this is to demonstrate compliance with
requirements for a possible European detector. As shown in the table below, a detector with
15 micron pitch and 30e/s dark current is simulated in AIRS Ch0 and 50e/s in Ch1.
Compared with the Teledyne H1RG baseline solution for Ch0, our simulations have at least
30 times more dark current noise in this channel. Similarly for AIRS Ch1 our simulations
likely have at least 2 to 3 times more dark current noise than the equivalent NEOCam
detector from Teledyne (McMurtry et al., 2013). This provides ample margins while from an
optical point of view there is no difference between 15 or 18 micron pixel pitches because the
image space F-number is scaled by the ratio 15/18. Therefore there is no difference in the
relevant parameters for the detection which are the plate scale per detector pixel and the
number of pixels needed to sample the PSF FWHM.
Instrument
Prescription
Wavelength
coverage (μm)
Detector Pixel Size
(μm)
Plate Scale
(deg/pix)
Pointing jitter rms
(mas)
Slit width (pixels)
Spectral resolving
power (Band startband end)
Detector QE
Instrument optics
temperature (K)
Telescope
temperature (K)
Emissivity of
optical surfaces
Detector Dark
Current (e-/s)
Detector linear
well depth (ke-)
Read Noise (CDS)
(e-)
Optical efficiency
(mid band)
Spectrometer
Image Space F/#
PSF Aberration

VISPhot

FGS 1

FGS 2

NIRSpec

AIRS Ch0

AIRS Ch1

0.53*

0.91*

1.13*

1.25-1.90

1.95-3.9

3.9-7.8

18

18

18

18

15

15

2.85639e-05

4.57811e-05

3.60163e-05

4.84782e-05

6.11e-5

1.23e-4

71 (bright target)
151 (dim target)
N/A

71 (bright target)
151 (dim target)
N/A

71 (bright target)
151 (dim target)
N/A

71 (bright target)
151 (dim target)
13

71 (bright target)
151 (dim target)
17

71 (bright target)
151 (dim target)
13

N/A

N/A

N/A

36-55

95-163

30-66

0.55

0.55

0.55

0.55

0.55

0.55

60

60

60

60

60

60

70

70

70

70

70

70

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

1

1

1

1

30

50.0

100

100

100

100

70

70

22.63

22.63

22.63

22.63

22.63

22.63

0.53

0.60

0.60

0.65

0.45

0.46

39.46

24.62

31.30

19.34

13.2

6.36

None

None

WFE aberrated PSF WFE aberrated PSF WFE aberrated PSF F number doubled
used
used
used
to broaden PSF

Table 2: ExoSim ARIEL instrument model configuration used for these simulations.
(* central wavelength as calculated in ExoSim)
The table above lists the instrument parameters used in this study and is a fair representation
of the ARIEL baseline design. Some parameters are pessimistic (e.g. detector dark currents,
optical efficiencies of FGS, NIRSpec, AIRS Ch0), but in general are within +/- 5% of the
baseline.
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2.4 Methodology
The three stellar targets described in the introduction were used to find the noise performance
of the various ARIEL channels in response to their signals. ExoSim simulations were
performed with noise sources switched on or off, to obtain the noise variance per spectral bin
per unit time for the following noise sources:
1) Total noise
2) Photon noise from the source
3) Shot noise from dark current noise
4) Shot noise from the zodiacal foreground
5) Shot noise from telescope and instrument thermal emission
6) Detector read out noise
7) Spatial jitter noise (not used for FGS photometric channels)
8) Spectral jitter noise (not used for FGS photometric channels)
9) Combined jitter noise
We also studied other sources of possible photometric uncertainties with ad-hoc simulations.
Thermal stability is evaluated in this way as are slit losses, not introduced in ExoSim
because these are negligible by design.

2.4.1 ExoSim Simulations
For each stellar target, an out-of-transit observation was simulated. Each ARIEL channel was
simulated with its own integration time estimated such as to fill the linear portion of the
detector well depth before reset. 2 Non-Destructive Read (NDR) per exposure were used,
and overheads were minimized to zero time to reflect the optimal detector readout mode in
AD4. Although in reality overeheads are non-zero, the readout mode baselined accounts for a
negligible overhead for the purposes of this study.
The first NDR (NDR0) was assigned zero time, but allowed to incorporate read noise. This
approximates the assumption that NDR0 will have a negligible integration time but will still
allow correlated double sampling (CDS) to be performed to remove bias (KTC noise) after
the detector reset. Thus, NDR1 encompasses the entire exposure cycle time in this study.
The integration time for each exposure (for each source on each channel) was estimated to
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avoid saturation. It was found by obtaining the maximum of the pixel count in e -/s on the
focal plane and dividing the detector pixel linear well depth (see Table 2) in electrons by this
– Table 3. If the integration time was less than 0.1 seconds this was rounded to 0.1 seconds
as this is the minimum frame rate expected for readout of the detector - this was required in
only one situation (FGS1 with HD219134). This apparent saturation is not a problem because
the detectors can be operated slightly outside their linear regime and yet be provide reliable
photometry. The number of exposures used were calculated to give a balance between
capturing as much of the jitter power spectrum as possible versus computational limitations.
Each simulation covered at least the lowest meaningful frequency sampled in the jitter power
spectral density (PSD). Two model PSD spectra were used based on the RPE and PDE
pointing requirements stated in MRD R-SYS-030 for bright and faint targets (Figure 2). For
the HD219134 and HD209458, the 'bright' target jitter PSD was used. The resulting jitter
timeline has an rms of 71 mas over its full bandwidth (1 sigma). For GJ1214, the 'faint'
target jitter PSD was used with, and the resulting timeline has an rms of 151 mas over its full
bandwidth (1 sigma). The maximum frequency used in the definition of the jitter PSD is set
to 5 Hz for two reasons. Firstly, because this is the Nyquist frequency of the FGS. Secondly,
because higher frequency jitter has no impact on the detection from a photometric point of
view.

Figure 2: Power spectral density frequency spectra (for yaw or pitch axis) used
for pointing jitter simulations: red) used for bright targets, blue) used for faint
targets
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To obtain the contributions of each noise source separately, the simulation was run with just
that noise source activated, and all other noise sources suppressed. In the case of total noise,
all noise sources were activated. For noise simulations involving jitter noise (i.e. spatial,
spectral and combined jitter and total noise), 20 realizations were performed for each test
case, and the QE grid and uncertainties varied between realizations. This allows a better
assessment of the average jitter noise behaviour since the jitter noise will be strongly
dependent on the QE grid chosen. For the noise sources without jitter only 5 realizations
were performed in each case as the variations between simulations are much lower. Each
simulation results in a FITS file containing the individual NDRs which is then passed on for
data reduction.
AIRS Ch1
AIRS Ch0
NIRSpec
FGS2
FGS1
VISPhot

HD219134
0.33
0.32
0.11
0.13
0.10
0.78

HD209458
5.84
5.53
1.49
1.52
0.69
4.20

GJ1214
37.78
71.26
23.75
30.17
23.49
3903.30

Table 3: Integration times in seconds (to 2 decimal places) for each target in each ARIEL
channel used in these ExoSim simulations
To simulate the effects of wavefront error at visual wavelengths, we used 2 approaches.
Based on the likely Strehl ratio for the PSF in NIRSpec, we broadened the PSF to twice its
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nominal FWHM by artificially doubling the F-number for NIRSpec in the simulation,
without modifying the plate scale. The F-number is used to generate the PSFs, but it does not
impact the plate scale in the simulations as the plate scale is set independently. For the visual
photometric channels we use model PSFs (Error: Reference source not found) generated
from Zernike polynomials based on a mirror model scaled to the ARIEL primary mirror
dimensions (RD3). The WFE includes the total error due to all optics upstream of VNIR M1.
The resulting PSFs have much lower peaks and wider profiles for the same encircled energy
compared to unabberated PSFs (Error: Reference source not found). This broader PSF is
likely to be advantageous in reducing the effects of jitter noise both through reducing the
fractional photometric variations between exposures, and through increasing the integration
time that usually improves jitter noise. Note that for GJ1214 in VISPhot (Table 3), the low
PSF peak results in a very long (>3000 seconds) maximum integration time, yet useful
performance is achievable.
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Figure 3 a) Wavefront error (WFE) abberated PSFs used in ExoSim simulations - top) FGS2,
bottom) FGS1
Figure 3 b) Wavefront error (WFE) abberated PSFs used in ExoSim simulations – VISPhot
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2.4.2 Data reduction
The data from each simulation was reduced as follows.
1) Flat fielding (but leaving the 0.5% rms residual uncertainties) of each NDR
2) Background subtraction (omitted for diffuse sources: dark current, zodi and emission) of
each NDR
3) Correlated-double sampling (CDS) of exposures (i.e. NDR0 subtracted from NDR1)
4) Decorrelation of pointing jitter through image cross-correlation (omitted for photometric
channels)
5) Application of an aperture mask. For spectroscopic channels this is a subpixel mask of
varying width as a function of the wavelength, sized to encompass the Airy disc. For
photometric channels circular apertures centred on the PSF are used (this also acts as a jitter
decorrelation method for photometric channels).
6) Binning into spectral resolution sized bins (omitted for photometric channels)
7) Calculation of the variance per spectral bin and division by the integration time.
Note that the operation indicated in the last bullet point is equivalent to estimating the noise
power spectral density averaged over the usable bandwidth (after multiplying the variance by
2 to account for the usual conversion of time to bandwidth). Steps 1) and 2) can equivalently
be performed on the CDS exposure itself or on a ramp slope.
As mentioned above the 5% QE variation introduced in the simulation iss flat fielded out but
0.5% rms residual uncertainties are left in (typical of flat field uncertainties). Background
subtraction was not performed for the diffuse sources listed as they were the background
itself, and the variation in the mean background values between exposures although small,
introduces significant extra noise for diffuse low noise backgrounds. Decorrelation of
pointing jitter of is described in more detail in section 4.2. The aperture mask for the
spectroscopic channels was applied using a sub-pixel method that divides the count in each
pixel into subpixels in the spatial direction. The mask aperture was centred on the maximum
of the signal. The mask width in units of pixels is given by,
Mask width (λ) = 2.44 F λ / (pixel size)

(1)

where F is the image space focal ratio, λ is the wavelength of the spectral bin. The placement
of the mask itself adds some photometric noise to the residual spatial jitter after
decorrelation, due to an uncertainty on its placement. The uncertainty is worse for shorter
wavelengths with smaller mask widths, i.e at the blue ends of the channels where spatial jitter
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is exacerbated. A solution was to widen the mask at the blue end to reduce spatial jitter noise
there while maintaining the original mask width at the red end (tapering linearly with
wavelength for intermediate values). Widening at the red end would not be necessary as the
spatial jitter noise is already very low and could make performance worse by increasing the
instrumental noise. The instrumental noise is low at the blue end of each channel and below
the spatial jitter noise, so widening the blue end mask would have a proportionately lower
impact on increasing the instrumental noise compared to reducing the jitter. The mask width
(in units of pixels) was therefore modified according to the equation:
Mask width (λ) = 2(m λ - m λend) + (2.44 F λ / (pixel size)

(2)

m = (-0.5 x) / (λend- λstart)

(3)

where λend is the wavelength at the end of the band, λ start is the wavelength at the start of the
band, and where x is the extra width in pixels at λ start. By following the average spatial jitter
noise for HD219134 over several bins at the blue end of each channel, while varying x, an
'optimal' value of x was found for each channel, and then subsequently used for data
reduction (Appendix 11.2) It was found that value of x of just 1 pixel improves the spatial
jitter noise significantly in Ch0 and Ch1. No extra widening was indicated in NIRSpec (i.e. x
= 0, or equation 1). Circular masks were used for the photometric channels. Here the PSF
shape was aberrated by wavefront error (WFE), leading to significant broadening of the PSF.
The python package photutils (astropy/photutils: v0.3 DOI:10.5281/zenodo.164986) was
used to find the count within the circular aperture. The aperture was centred on the PSF using
a 2D Gaussian fit, and then an aperture of radius r applied. This mask placement effectively
decorrelates the combined jitter in these channels, and thus no separate image decorrelation
stage was applied. Widening the aperture tends to mitigate the jitter noise as photometric
variation will occur if the mask is not sufficiently large, however this will add in more
instrumental noise. For each photometric channel and target combination, an 'optimal'
aperture size was found by finding the radius that maximised the SNR (Appendix 11.2).
Next the spectroscopic channels require binning into spectral resolution element sized bins
('R-binning'). Bin sizes and positions are first obtained in wavelength space by finding a
polynomial fit to the known wavelength solution for the channel; this is then mapped into
pixel space at the subpixel level. Each pixel and its counts is then subdivided in subpixels in
the spectral direction. Image subpixel array columns are then binned and the signal in each
bin obtained. The variance of the signal from each bin is then obtained and divided by the
integration time to obtain the noise variance per spectral bin per unit time. Ch0 is binned to
R = 100, Ch1 to R = 30 and NIRSpec to R = 20.
The use of subpixels i.e. pixels that cross a bin edge or aperture edge, means that some
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improvement in SNR is obtained when compared to an equivalent area consisting of whole
pixels. This is because the signal contribution of each pixel is weighted directly by the
proportion of its (subpixelised) area in the bin (or mask). The SNR of each subpixel is the
same as that of the whole pixel. When we consider the additive count in a bin or aperture,
the signals will sum normally based on the weights of each pixel, but the noise will sum in
quadrature. This leads to a slightly higher SNR than compared to noise equivalent area of
whole pixels, and slightly lower noise than would be predicted for the equivalent whole pixel
area.

2.4.3 Correction factor for optimal extraction
Finally a correction is applied to account for the improvement expected using an optimal
extraction (optimal photometry) method. As demonstrated below (section 3.3), for the
spectroscopic channels, optimal extraction would produce a factor of 2 improvement in
variance in the instrumental and diffuse noise components compared to summing within an
aperture such as that in equation 1. This does not apply to photon noise from the source or to
jitter noise. We therefore reduce the noise variances of dark current, zodi, emission and read
out noise by a factor of 2 to reflect the result of using optimal extraction (which we expect to
be implemented in the final data reduction pipeline for ARIEL data products). The small
widening applied the blue ends in mask size for Ch0 and Ch1 will not significantly change
this improvement. We also have not evaluated the use of profile fitting for the WFE-affected
beams in the photometric channels, and therefore did not make the variance reduction for
these channels, although it is evident that an improvement will occur through profile fitting.
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3 Optimal extraction – demonstrating improvement in
noise
We describe here a preliminary 'optimal extraction pipeline' that can be applied to future
version of data reduction pipelines for ARIEL. Optimal extraction is an established method
to maximise signal-to-noise in spectral extraction (Horne, 1986). Here, profile (model)
fitting is applied per image spectral bin rather than summing the counts per spectral bin (as in
aperture photometry) to extract the spectrum. The following results are demonstrated:
1) It is indeed possible to obtain an improvement in the extracted signal SNR relative to the
standard “aperture” extraction
2) The achieved optimal extraction SNR is in agreement with theoretical prediction

3.1 Noise improvement using Wiener filter
Using an optimised Wiener filter to estimate the signal rather than sum in apertures leads to a
reduction of the system variance. Here, Nmin is the instrumental noise variance (from dark
current or diffuse radiation) in a spectral bin.

(

)

2

2
2
1.22 F # λ
λ/ R
N min=1.22
σ inst =1.22
σ inst =1.22 Δ λ σ inst =1.22 N 2R (λ)σ 2inst
Δ pix
δλ
δλ

(

)

(

)

(4)

When compared to Nmin estimated with the sum-in-aperture method, Nmin estimated by an
optimised Wiener filter is optimised Wiener filter is smaller (see appendix for details).
N min ( aperture sum )
N min ( Wiener )

=

1
2
1
2
=
≃2
2
1 . 22 AC 1 .22 0 . 8922

(5)

3.2 Applying optimal extraction
In the case of the “optimal” pipeline, the signal in a spectral bin is estimated by fitting a
model [e.g. a Gaussian, or the spatial beam at that wavelength], to the pixel distribution of
that spectral bin. CDS frames are obtained as in the pipeline in section Error: Reference
source not found . The following modifications to this pipeline were used for this test.
a) Spectral binning. Instead of the direct subpixel binning method used above, a method of
first applying a low pass (anti-aliasing) filter followed by decimation is used. Two types of
spectral binning are considered here: i) constant in Δλ or ii) constant in R (Δλ = λ/R).
i) Constant Δλ: apply low-pass filter with cut-off frequency of 1/(2Δλ)
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ii) Constant R: apply the following:
j

Fij =∑ Sik f ( k − j,ν 3 db =λ j /2 R )

(6)

k

where the filter has a 3db cut-off frequency estimated at the wavelength sampled by the jth
pixel. The filter should be something sensible, e.g. a Gaussian ( σ i =λi /2 . 3465 R ) With the
filter applied, the data can now be decimated accordingly. The data can be re-sampled if
needed, but in Fourier space only.
b) The background subtraction used is slightly different. It was assumed that the background
does not change during one observation, and so the background was estimated from the
observation average frame. Source-illuminated-pixels are defined as pixels that are within 4σ
of a Gaussian fitted to the signal of each spectral bin.
c) 'System noise', defined as the pixel variance of non-illuminated, non-edge detector pixels
is obtained for each spectral bin.
d) Fitting profile. Unlike the standard method of summing the pixels within an aperture, the
signal is estimated by fitting a model to the brightness distribution within a spectral bin. The
brightness distribution within the spectral bin would be that of the instrument's spatial beam
at that wavelength, so an appropriate model could be a Gaussian function or the instrument
beam – a quantity that can be accurately known, even using frames of a single observation.
For this investigation, “Model” has been defined as the average of “many” OOT frames
(spanning several different transit observations) which have had pointing offsets and
background removed and have the same spectral binning applied.
With the “Model”
defined, the following steps are applied:
1. Fit the template to each spectral bin by minimizing:
2

χ =∑
2

( D− A b M )
σ 2sys

(7)

where D is the column data in the spectral bin, M is the model, σsys is the system
noise and sum over column assumed
2. The above provides a biased estimate of Ab (biased amplitude), as the noise model is
not complete.
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3. Repeat fit by estimating unbiased amplitude by minimising:
χ 2 =∑

( D−AM )2
A b M+σ 2sys

(8)

4. Thus providing the amplitude A(λ,t), which is an estimate of the spectrum vs time and
its variance
Var−1 ( A )=∑

1
Ab M+σ 2sys

(9)

In this implementation, fitting is restricted to “signal-only” pixels, were “signal only” is
defined as: “within 4σ of a Gaussian fitted to the white light spatial beam”.
e) Light-curve fitting. The light-curve can now be fitted independently in each spectral bin
and fit for the amplitude of a light curve model constraining the OOT to one.
χ 2 =∑

2

( A−LC ( p ) )
Var ( A )

(10)

However the parameters will be correlated to some extent, in which case minimise
χ 2 =( A−LC ( p ) )

t

1
( A−LC ( p ) )
Cov 2 ( A )

(11)

3.3 Noise improvement demonstration
The 'optimal' pipeline was been implemented in software and applied to ExoSim simulations
of GJ1214, the ARIEL faint target model. The noise properties of the final extracted contrast
ratios (CRs) was then compared to the expected values from the Cardiff Radiometric Model
(RD1) for a standard aperture. The aim is to estimate the noise on the contrast ratio in one
transit. For this work, 'noise' is defined as the sample standard deviation from OOT data in a
spectral bin, divided by the signal and the square root of the number of samples, Ns, in one
transit:
NoiseCR ( λ )=

1 √Var OOT [ A ( λ,t ) ]
√ N s ⟨ A ( λ,t ) ⟩OOT
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Figure 4: Single-transit incertainty of CR extracted by the
Optimal Pipeline, described in this document (green, blue)
compared to the theoretical expected noise as predicted by
the Cardiff Radiometric Model.
Figure 4 shows the results of implementing optimal extraction in Ch0 and Ch1 of ARIEL.
Compared to the dashed line showing the noise obtained in aperture photometry with a
standard (Airy disc sized) aperture, the optimal extraction method gives an improvement of
15% - 20% in the overall noise. We find below that the dominant instrumental noise for
GJ1214 in Ch1 is the dark current which produces about half of the total noise variance at the
red end. If the overall noise has fallen by 20% we conclude that the instrumental variance
has been reduced by 50%.
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4 Pointing jitter
ExoSim provides an excellent means to simulate the effects of pointing jitter, since it
simulates time dependent processes in a numerical manner, and captures the effects of time
correlated noise sources unlike radiometric (static) simulators. The noise (photometric
variations) resulting from pointing jitter is correlated noise with a non-white power spectrum.
There is also spatial correlation between different spectral bins in response to jitter. The three
dimensional pointing variations in time and in spacecraft attitude are translated onto the 2D
focal plane as offsets in x and y coordinates on the pixel array. Roll movements around the
focal plane bore-sight axis should not cause any change in the beam shape or orientation on
the focal plane since the source is point-like. ExoSim takes the power spectral density (PSD)
frequency spectrum of the jitter in each axis, generates a randomized variant of this per
simulation, and uses this to generate a timeline of jitter offsets in x and y. Further details of
the jitter code are given in Sarkar et al, 2017. ExoSim simulates the pixel response nonuniformity (PRNU), by applying a random QE variation on the pixel grid. In this study a
variation of 5% rms around the baseline QE of 0.55 was used. We also add uncertainties in
the knowledge of QE of 0.5% rms when flat-fielding is carried in data reduction.
Jitter noise can be divided into spatial jitter noise (occuring perpendicular to the spectral
trace), spectral jitter noise (in the direction of the spectral trace). For photometric channels,
only combined jitter noise is considered (undifferentiated in direction). ExoSim is able to
assess the contributions of spatial, spectral and combined jitter noise separately. Pointing
jitter noise is very complex in its dependencies. We find from ExoSim simulations it depends
on a number of factors:
1) The signal. Higher signal will lead to greater noise
2) The width of the PSF. Wider PSF tends to reduce noise. The width of the PSF depends
from the F number, but also from the WFE.
3) Inter-pixel QE variations. The larger the variation, the more jitter noise.
4) Intra-pixel responsivity variations. These can cause some jitter noise even if there are no
inter-pixel variations. In ExoSim, intra-pixel responsivity is modelled as a 'bowler hat'
shaped function, with decreasing responsivity toward the pixel edge. The degree of this
decrease is controlled by a characteristic length, the pixel dispersion length, which is set to
1.7 microns in these simulations (Barron et al., 2007, Pascale et al., 2015, Sarkar et al.,
2017).
5) Plate scale. Of relevance is the angle a detector pixel subtends in the sky. The larger is
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this angle, the smaller is the jitter noise.
6) The integration time. The effect of integration time on jitter noise is complex and subject
to a couple of factors. Firstly, jitter noise has an approximately linear relationship with the
signal and therefore with integration time, compared to the square root relationship of photon
noise. Longer integration times will reduce the fractional photon noise but the fractional
jitter noise will not be reduced in the same way. An additional effect is due to jitter within the
integration period, which has the effect of smearing the signal, effectively broadening the
PSF. This effect would tend to mitigate jitter noise with longer integration times.
6) The jitter PSD. Through Parseval's theorem, the area of PSD is related to the overall
variance of the jitter timeline. In these simulations we adopt a PSD that reflects MRD
requirements for the RPE and PDE jitter components for bright targets and for dim targets.
These requirements give a higher jitter rms for the dim targets compared to bright targets. In
these simulations the bright target PSD was used for HD219134 and HD209458, and the faint
target PSD for GJ1214. GJ1214 was subject therefore to a higher jitter rms in these
simulations. ExoSim can also take as input a jitter timeline. This functionality is used for
aspects of the analysis reported here.
7) The aperture mask. If aperture masking is used in data reduction, noise can result from
variations in mask placement between exposures. This tends to be worse for narrow masks,
and can potentially add a component to the jitter noise (in the spatial direction for
spectroscopic channels). Widening the mask mitigates this, but has to be balanced against the
increased instrumental noise resulting from this.
8) Spectral bin size. Spectral jitter has an additional dependency which is the division of the
spectrum into bins. Smaller bin sizes tend to produce more jitter noise. Spectral jitter may
be mitigated partially by larger bin sizes from a greater angular dispersion (R is a function of
both F and the angular dispersion). Factors that mitigate spatial jitter may have little or no
effect on spectral jitter as a result.
9) The spectrum shape. For spectral jitter, higher spatial gradients in the SED tend to result
in more jitter noise per bin, and higher residual noise even after decorrelation of the pointing
jitter. This can be caused by features of the target spectrum. Indeed when using blackbody
curves rather than PHOENIX spectral model (ExoSim utilizes these to simulate the stellar
signal) less spectral jitter is observed. There is also increased spectral jitter at the edges of
the transmission bands where the transmission is dropping and the spatial gradient is
increasing, which persists to a smaller extent after pointing decorrelation. However, this is an
artefact of the current pipeline which analyse each channel independently. A more advanced
pipeline is required and will be developed in phase B to analyse all channels at the same time,
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such that spectral gaps are not present.

4.1 Pointing jitter simulations
Pointing jitter simulations performed for the spectroscopic channels showed that without a
method of pointing jitter correlation, high levels of spectral jitter noise are obtained
particularly at the blue ends of each channel (Figures 5-7). This shows the sensitivity of
spectral jitter to the bin size, which increases at shorter wavelengths. Spatial jitter noise is
usually less prominent since partial decorrelation of spatial jitter is obtained by placement of
the aperture mask. Spatial jitter is generally lower at longer wavelengths, this effect resulting
from the widening of the PSF and from the reduction of signal caused by a falling SED. The
spatial jitter is also smoother in its wavelength dependency than spectral jitter, but in some
channels shows a periodicity which is probably a result of interactions between the jitter
itself, the aperture mask, and the varying size of the PSF. Spectral jitter is larger for the
brightest target HD219134 over HD209458, showing the effect of increased target brightness
on jitter noise. It is also high for GJ1214, but this is due to the higher jitter rms used for the
dim target. The spectral jitter encroaches on and exceeds the photon noise at the blue ends of
each of the spectroscopic channels. For AIRS Ch0 and Ch1 at worst the raw spectral jitter can
be about 1.5 magnitudes above the photon noise, and for NIRSpec up to 2.5 magnitudes
higher, when considering bins which are unaffected by edge effects. Spectral jitter is thus
particularly high in NIRSpec, where the targets are close to their blackbody peaks resulting in
high signals, and integration times that are very short. These results means that all ARIEL
raw data products will need a mandatory jitter decorrelation step in the data reduction
pipeline. The effects of slit losses are discussed in section 4.4 but are negligible. There will
need to be special treatment of the overlap regions between the different channels where jitter
noise increases, however we have not created a method to manage the band edges at this time
and therefore for this study the edges are considered atypical of the band performance and
omitted in our analysis.
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Figure 5: Pre- (left) and post- (right) decorrelation jitter noise budgets for AIRS Ch0.
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Figure 6: Pre- (left) and post- (right) decorrelation jitter noise budgets for AIRS Ch1.
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Figure 7: Pre- (left) and post- (right) decorrelation jitter noise budgets for NIRSpec
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4.2 Pointing jitter decorrelation
A method to remove the jitter from spectral images was developed, and constitutes the image
jitter decorrelation step (step 4) in the data reduction pipeline in section Error: Reference
source not found. This is comprised of 2 stages.
1) Pointing Offset Determination
It is expected that the FGS will provide pointing information of sufficient accuracy and
frequency to determine the relative angular offsets between frames (Figure 8). Alternatively,
it is possible to determine relative angular offsets between frames by cross-correlating each
spectrometer frame with a reference spectrometer frame. Even in the case of a faint target
(eg. GJ1214) there is enough signal-to-noise to determine the angular offsets between frames
with an accuracies higher than a 10th of a pixel (Figure 8). No significant difference is found
between using pointing timeline from the FGS or cross correlation to obtain the offsets. In
this study we use cross correlation.

Figure 8: Measure offset compared to true
offset per exposure

2) Pointing Offset Removal
With the relative angular position offset of each frame determined, this offset needs to be
removed, so that all frames will be aligned before binning and/or stacking; each frame image
has to be shifted by a fraction of pixel so as to cancel the pointing jitter. For the subpixel
shifting of the images, two methods were tried: 1) 2D interpolation of each image and
resampling determinined by the offsets, 2) each frame is Fourier transformed, has the
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corresponding phase shift applied and subsequently, Fourier-transformed back to the spatial
domain. There is no significant difference in final results between using pointing timelines
or cross-correlation to obtain offsets, or between using 2D interpolation or 2D FFT to apply
the decorrelation. In this study we show results obtained from using cross-correlation to
obtain offsets and FFT to apply the decorrelation.
Figures 5-7 (right panels) show the effects of this decorrelation. There is a very significant
improvement in the spectral jitter noise in all channels, with the jitter noise falling below the
photon noise in all bin unaffected by edge effects. The spectral jitter noise approaches that of
the spatial noise. At the band edges we still see residual spectral jitter noise due to the
gradients introduced by filter edges, but this analysis shows that it can be reduced at the same
level achieved within each filter when band edges are removed. This can be done by
combining the spectral information from all channels and requires a dedicated pipeline which
is outside the scope of this phase A study.
The spatial jitter noise is less affected since it is already partially decorrelated by the mask
placement, however the wavelength dependency becomes somewhat smoother with loss of
the periodicity seen in Ch0 and Ch1. The spatial jitter noise in some cases is slightly higher
than before the decorrelation, but is still well below the photon noise.
We have shown therefore that the vast majority of the spectral and spatial jitter noise can be
mitigated through decorrelation.

4.3 Effect of flat fielding
The above jitter simulations demonstrated most of the dependencies of jitter noise listed
previously. To show the effect of the pixel response non-uniformity (PRNU) on jitter noise
we performed data reduction with and without flat-fielding for Ch0 and Ch1, but included all
other steps including jitter decorrelation (Figures 9-10). If the flat field is not applied we find
a great increase in both spectral and spatial jitter noise, with similar wavelength dependency
for each. Both jitter noises encroach on or exceed the photon noise limit at the blue ends of
the channels. This is worst for GJ1214 despite its longer integration time, since it is subject
to a greater jitter rms than the brighter targets in our simulations. This shows that controlling
the PRNU with an accurate flat field is an essential step in data reduction to control jitter
noise in ARIEL, and as important as jitter decorrelation.
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Figure 9: Pre- (left) and post- (right) flat fielding jitter noise budgets for AIRS Ch0
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Figure 10: Pre- (left) and post- (right) flat fielding jitter noise budgets for AIRS Ch1
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4.4 Slit loss analysis
Both AIRS channels make use of an input slits, while photometric channels and NIRSpec
make no use of a slit. Slit losses in AIRS channels are negligible because the slits are by
design sufficiently wide to result in negligible loss of throughput in presence of APE, RPE
and PDE. Because of this ExoSim does implement a slit and accounts for it from a
photometric perspective, however the pointing jitter module in the simulator does not deal
with slit effects. Therefore in order to validate that the presence of the slit has negligible
impact on photometric stability, we have implemented a stand-alone simulation. This
involves estimating the rms of the signal when the white PSF at the input slit is randomly
moved under the effects of APE, RPE and PDE with required power spectral densities.
The simulation outcome is shown in Figure 11. The top panel represents slit losses versus
APE, which are small. However the important consideration here is not the absolute value of
the slit loss (which depends on the APE), but it is the modulation under a jittering line of
sight and how this affects photometric stability. Therefore noise depends on the gradient of
the slit losses and it is always less than 10ppm (68% C.L), which is well within requirements.

Figure 11: Top panel. Slit losses as a function of the absolute pointing error are show for
different wavelengths (colour coded) of AIRS Ch1. Bottom panels show the estimated photometric
stability achievable vs observing time for bright (left panel) and faint (right panel) AOCS modes.
Line styles code absolute pointing error chosen while colours code wavelength as in top panel.
The required photometric stability is always achieved, even at short integration times and in
AIRS Ch0, not shown here.
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5 ARIEL performance analysis results
We show here the results of the noise budget methodology as described in section 2.4. These
give the current best estimate of the complete instrument noise performance. The figures
below (12 to 20) show the ExoSim results for each target in each channel. The individual
channel charts show results without assuming any correction for optimal extraction; the final
combined chart for each target shows the noise performance across the whole ARIEL
instrument with all six channels shown and with optimal extraction corrections included. A
breakdown of individual noise variance components is provided in units of counts per unit
time in a spectral bin. For the individual channel charts in the spectroscopic channels, bands
edges are shown in gray, to remind us that the pipeline used in this analysis is not capable of
dealing simultaneously with the information from multiple channels and therefore noise
variance estimates in the proximity of band edges are unreliable. An improved pipeline is
required to deal with this effect, but the throughput available in channels spectral overlap is
by design (R-PERF-150) sufficient to achieve the same performance observed within each
band. The individual charts also show the division of jitter noise between spectral and spatial
components. Only post-jitter decorrelation results are shown (for the photometric channels
mask placement effectively decorrelates the images). In the combined chart we remove the
points due to edge effects and also apply the optimal extraction correction to the instrumental
and diffused noise sources in the spectroscopic channels. This correction is not applied to the
photometric channels. In addition the jitter noise in spectroscopic channels is shown as a
combined jitter noise rather than its spatial or spectral components.
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Figure 12: HD219134 noise budget: top) AIRS Ch0 bottom) AIRS Ch1
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Figure 13: HD219134 noise budget: left) NIRSpec, right) VISPhot, FGS1, FGS2

Figure 14: HD219134 complete noise budget (includes correction for optimal extraction)
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Figure 15: HD209458 noise budget: top) AIRS Ch0 bottom) AIRS Ch1
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Figure 16: HD209458 noise budget: left) NIRSpec, right) VISPhot, FGS1, FGS2

Figure 17: HD209458 complete noise budget (includes correction for optimal extraction)
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Figure 18: GJ1214 noise budget: top) AIRS Ch0 bottom) AIRS Ch1
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Figure 19: GJ1214 noise budget: left) NIRSpec right) VISPhot, FGS1, FGS2

Figure 20: GJ1214 complete noise budget (includes correction for optimal extraction)
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We find that the ARIEL configuration we have simulated achieves photon noise limited
performance in all channels and for all targets studied. We see expected wavelengthdependent behaviour reflecting the R-binning process: instrumental noise (dark current, read
noise) increases with wavelength as the bin sizes and aperture mask widths increase
recruiting more pixels. Conversely, the photon noise from the source falls with wavelength
in accordance with the signal. Jitter noise, as discussed previously, tends to be higher at the
shorter wavelengths and band edges.
We find that emission noise is negligible and only appears on the charts at the red end of
Ch1. Zodi noise is also very low being the second lowest noise source in all channels except
in Ch1 where it exceeds the jitter noise at longer wavelengths. The flat fielding and pointing
decorrelation methods are essential steps in data reduction as shown previously, and together
with an optimal aperture sizing, we achieve very good control of both spatial and spectral
jitter in all channels. GJ1214 has the longest integration times and as a result, the dark current
noise is much higher for this target in all channels, becoming the dominant instrumental noise
source in Ch0 and Ch1. At the red end of Ch1, it becomes equivalent to the photon noise.
However the dark currents we used for these simulations are much higher than likely detector
dark currents (< 1 e-/s), since we wished to simulate a pessimistic case to find performance
for detectors which remain under development and may have these higher dark current
values. Read noise is the dominant instrument noise source for the other targets, due to their
shorter integration times and more rapid read out rates. Both HD219134 and HD209458
have read noise at the red end of Ch0 and Ch1 that encroaches within 1 magnitude of the
photon noise limit. This is reduced somewhat after including the correction factor for
optimal extraction. These read out noises assume CDS as the read out mode, but up-theramp fitting is baselined to be performed on faint and bright targets, therefore the noise may
be reduced much further on targets like HD219134 and GJ1214, but probably not on very
bright targets such as HD219134.
For NIRSpec, after photon noise from the target star, the largest noise source is spectral jitter
noise, and this is dominant over instrumental noise even after decorrelation. However, it
does fall to about a magnitude below the photon noise, with HD209458 having the best
reduction of almost 2 magnitudes below the photon noise. We obtain 6 points at R=20
binning that are clear of edge effects from our pipeline. As discussed earlier, this is an artefact
of our pipeline.
In the photometric channels, the dominant noise sources after photon noise are jitter and read
out noise. Integration times in these channels are typically short, although a very large
integration time is calculated for GJ1214 in VISPhot due to the combination of low photon
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rate (photometer samples the Wien region of the SED) and enlarged PSF. However, optimal
aperture sizing using the SNR is essential in the FGS channels to achieve these results as they
allow the balance between jitter and read noise to be achieved. Smaller apertures will result
in excess jitter noise impinging on the photon noise. The effect of optimal extraction on these
channels is less well understood but we expect some improvement in instrumental noise from
profile fitting. Also, the read noise can be controlled further by up the ramp fitting when the
integration time exceeds 0.2 seconds. We next discuss performance in the frame work of the
ESA noise model definition.
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6 Compliance with requirements
6.1 ESA noise model definition
The noise results obtained from ExoSim simulations were used to test compliance against
MRD noise requirements. The MRD noise requirements utilize the ESA Radiometric Model
(ERM) noise definition:
VAR tot ≤VAR astro +VARinstr =N 0 +XN 0 +N min

(13)

where VARtot is the total statistical variance which is required to be smaller than, or equal to
the sum of the variances from photon noise (VARastro) and instrument noise (VARinstr). N0 is the
star only signal, X is a positive parameter smaller than 1, and Nmin represents the instrument
noise variance floor. Both N0 and Nmin are wavelength-dependent, and their units are counts
in the unit time in a spectral bin of width Δλ=λ /R (R being the spectral resolving power
and λ is the wavelength). The parameter X is dimensionless and represents instrumental noise
sources which are proportional to the star signal. In terms of the ExoSim simulations X is
taken to be the sum of the jitter noise component, X J , the ratio of jitter noise variance to
photon noise variance (assumed to be equal to N0), and the read out noise component, XR, the
ratio of read out noise variance to photon noise variance.
Xtotal = XJ + XR

(14)

These results for X are obtained using the particular integration times and apertures used in
this study, although these are optimised for this purpose. We also assume optimal extraction
correction for XR so that the read noise variance from the ExoSim simulations is reduced by a
factor of 2, except in the photometric channels. Optimal extraction will not reduce the jitter
noise and thus we use the results from ExoSim directly for X J (using combined jitter noise
results). Due to limitations in the pipeline developed, we have excluded from the analysis the
bins considered to have edge effects, in the regions where transmission starts to fall at the
band edges, the overlap between bands or where the bin is not completely in the band.
Nmin(λ) is found from ExoSim simulations from the sum of the variances per unit time per
spectral bin of emission, zodi and dark current. However the overwhelmingly dominant
element will be the dark current noise. We again apply a correction factor of 0.5 to account
for the expected improvement using optimal extraction. We have included in the analysis of
Nmin all bins that have a central wavelength falling within the band of the channel, even
those excluded for X, since Nmin will be unaffected by edge effects.
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Figure 21. X values for AIRS Ch0
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Figure 22: X values for AIRS Ch1
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Figure 23: X values for NIRSpec
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Figure 24: X values for VISPhot, FGS1, FGS2
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Figure 25: Nmin values for AIRS Ch0
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Figure 26: Nmin values for AIRS Ch1
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Figure 27: Nmin values for NIRSpec
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Figure 28: Nmin values for VISPhot, FGS1, FGS2

6.3 Noise compliance and MRD requirements
The noise definition treats X as a fractional value and does not assume a wavelength
dependence, however in reality we find that both X J and XR have complex wavelength
dependencies that vary from source to source, as well as between channels. In contrast to X,
the wavelength dependency of Nmin is a relatively simple power law, permitting it to be
defined as an equation based on the best fit line, (Table 4). A single value of Nmin is
obtained for the photometric channels.
The noise requirements set in the MRD for X and Nmin are given in Table 5. We find that
all the channels are X-compliant with the MRD requirements for all the targets studied
(Figure 29) The requirements for Nmin are equation-based and assume a λ3 relationship. We
find compliance with the Nmin requirements.
We note that if Teledyne detectors were to be considered in this analysis in AIRS channels (as
in the baseline design) the values of Nmin would be significantly lower. In these two
channels, Nmin is dominated by dark current. Therefore, adopting the Teledyne H1RG or
H2RG with a wavelength cutoff of 5.3 µm we would expect < 1 e -/s dark current while a dark
current of 30 e-/s has been used in the analysis of Ch0. Consequently, to assess the true
potential of the baseline design of AIRS Ch0, Nmin should be reduced by 30 in this band.
Likewise, if we were to adopt a Teledyne detector with cutoff wavelength at 10.6 µm,
operated at a temperature of 42K (see McMurtry, C., et al., 2013 for details and their Figure
5) a dark current of < 20 e -/s is expected. Scaling Nmin in this channel by 2/5 would provide
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a fair assessment of the performance in this band. We further note that ARIEL will likely
have a detector with cut-off wavelength optimised for Ch1, with predicted dark current in the
region of 1 e-/s.

HD219134

Ch1
Ch0
NIRSpec
FGS2
FGS1
VISPhot
GJ1214
Ch1
Ch0
NIRSpec
FGS2
FGS1
VISPhot
HD209458
Ch1
Ch0
NIRSpec
FGS2
FGS1
VISPhot

X median

X max

0.05
0.05
0.09
0.14
0.14
0.14

0.19
0.15
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.14

X median

X max

0.06
0.06
0.15
0.13
0.13
0.19

0.20
0.14
0.23
0.13
0.13
0.19

X median

X max

0.04
0.04
0.03
0.10
0.11
0.10

0.18
0.14
0.04
0.10
0.11
0.10

Table 4: Summary of X and Nmin results
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Nmin
(curve fit law or maximum)
Nmin = 3.0101λ3..0805
Nmin = 18.622 λ2.7508
Nmin = 5.6599λ1.2358
294
180
364
Nmin law
from curve fit
Nmin = 2.9199 λ3.098
Nmin = 18.102 λ2.7773
Nmin = 5.8371λ1.1555
286
252
275
Nmin law
from curve fit
Nmin = 3.1599 λ3.0575
Nmin = 17.011 λ2.8296
Nmin = 5.6462 λ1.2296
301
248
370

Channel
VPhot
FGS1
FGS2
NIRSpec
AIRS-0
AIRS-1
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Wavelength
(micron)
0.5 – 0.55
0.8 – 1.0
1.05 – 1.2
1.2 – 1.95
1.95 – 3.9
>3.9

Max Nmin
[e-/s/spectral bin]
400
400
400
= 17x λ3
= 20 x λ3
= 5 x λ3

Max Value of X
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2

Table 5: MRD R-PERF-160 requirements
Figure 29 compares the values of the parameters X and Nmin found with ExoSim with those
in R-PERF-160. We find that the instrument always performs within requirements and often
outperform requirements significantly. Recalling that read noise components are estimated
assuming CDS while faint and bright targets will be read up-the-ramp with slope fitting,
implies that AIRS read noise results are pessimistic for these cases.
The same information is presented in Figure 29 in terms of total noise variance and relative
noise power spectral density for direct comparison with equivalent figures in RD1 where
relative noise is defined as the ratio of the instrument noise power spectral density to the
signal:

√2[( 1+ X )( N 0 +zodi)+N min ] =√ 2
N0

NOISE
N0

The top panel in Figure 29 shows that in places, the estimated noise variance is larger than
requirements. Of coarse this is misleading as we are not comparing like with like. The noise
reported is strictly dependent from how the signals are estimated, i.e. the gain of the pipeline
adopted, and the throughput: the larger the noise, the better it is, if it is photon noise!
Therefore the only meaningful comparison with requirements is the relative noise plot, in
bottom panel of Figure 29 which demonstrates that the ARIEL design is fully compliant with
requirements across all bands. This because this is close to the concept of relative line
sensitivity of the spectrometer, i.e.
NEP
2 h ν NOISE
NOISE
=√
= √2
FOM ×ϕ
FOM ×ϕ
N0
Where ϕ is the source flux in a spectral bin at telescope input, FOM is the Figure of Merit in
RD1 and NEP is the Noise Equivalent Power. To obtain the plots in Figure 29 we have
rescaled the noise requirements in NIRSpec, given at R=10, to a grid of R=20, the same used
in our analysis.
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Figure 29: Top panel – X MRD requirements are shown by the thick horizontal grey lines. The
total X-values estimated with ExoSim are shown by the solid coloured lines for each sizing star.
The jitter and detector read noise (assuming CDS) components of X are shown respectively by the
circle and star symbols. Cyan rectangles mark the medians of X in each band for all sizing stars.
Bottom panel – Nmin MRD requirements are shown by the thick grey lines while the black circles
show values estimated with ExoSim. The trapezoid figures in each panel show the location of
ARIEL’s photometric and spectroscopic bands.
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Figure 29: Top panel – total noise variance in one second. MRD requirements are shown by solid
and dashed coloured lines for each sizing star. ExoSim estimates are shown by data points. Bottom
panel – relative noise (the ratio of instrument noise to the star signal) estimate with ExoSim are
shown by the solid lines, requirements by dashed and dotted lines (corresponding to median and
maximum MRD X-values, respectively). Trapezoids mark the location of ARIEL’s photometric and
spectroscopic bands.
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7 ESA pointing timeline
Since ExoSim does not vary the RPE within each realization of jitter from a stationary PSD,
the jitter timelines produced do not simulate RPE variations during one observation (e.g. RSYS-030). However, our simulations provide a worst case, as they always simulate the
maximum RPE expected in one observation.. In order to confirm this assertion we present
here an alternate jitter noise simulation on HD209458 using a simulated pointing timeline
provided by ESA and based on a dynamic model of the spacecraft pointing. The timeline
provided is fully compliant with the RPE of R-SYS-030, contains spikes from reaction
wheels and high frequency vibrations expected from the cooler as well as the expected RPE
variations, but no PDE. The sample rms is about 14 mas per axis.

Figure 30: 2000 second ESA pointing timeline sample used for these simulations, with varying RPE
jitter and reaction wheel spikes, shown for x (left) and y (right) axes.

Figure 31: Close up of individual reaction wheel
spikes.
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For each axis, the timeline is first high-pass filtered with a boxcar filter of 90 seconds and the
filtered timeline is sampled to the time resolution of the ExoSim simulation and co-added to a
realization of a PDE timeline (about 17 mas rms per axis) for bright targets, giving an overall
rms of about 22 mas per axis.. The PDE timeline is obtained by the usual method in ExoSim
from the PDE portion of the bright target PSD (Figure 2). The resulting timelines for each
axis are shown in Figure 30. This timeline has about half the rms of the bright target PSD
chosen for our main simulations, but it does not include parts of the timeline near the start
and end where the envelope of the jitter appear to widen considerably, in one or other attitude
angle. These start and end effects were taken to be due to settling of the spacecraft or
pointing system equilibration and atypical of the jitter during an observation. The simulations
were otherwise performed as for the main noise performance simulations, but restricted to
2000 seconds to obtain the noise variance per unit time per bin or channel. This time period
contains about 6 reaction wheel spikes (Figure 30). These spikes give an excursion of about
100 mas, but last only of the order of 3-4 seconds (Figure 31). The data reduction was
performed in the same way as for the main simulations (section Error: Reference source not
found) The post-jitter decorrelation results are shown below for all 6 channels in Figures 3234.
When we compare these results to those for HD209458 in the main study (section 5) we find
very similar results for the jitter noise post-decorrelation (which all these figures are). Note
only total noise, spatial, spectral and combined jitter will differ between the main results and
these since the other noise sources will not be affected by changing the pointing jitter – they
are shown here for comparison purposes. There may be a slightly reduced jitter (both
spectral and spatial) in NIRSpec with the ESA timeline than the main results, but the
difference is small. This comparison would suggest that the difference in the jitter rms is not
sufficient to affect the post-decorrelation results significantly. Further more, the presence of
reaction wheel spikes does not significantly impact on the noise variance per unit time as
measured in this test. This might be expected given the low frequency of spikes in the
overall timeline. For individual exposures coinciding with a reaction wheel spike, however
the extreme variation in position will possibly render that exposure unusable. However given
the short duration of a spike (3-4 seconds) and the low frequency (approximate frequency of
one every 300 seconds based on this 2000 second sample), the majority of exposures will be
unaffected, though the proportion of exposures affected will increase with the integration
time. For HD209458, the longest integration time in any ARIEL channel is 5.8 seconds in
AIRS Ch1 (Table 3), so we might expect at most about 2% of exposures will be affected by a
spike. For GJ1214 however, with an integration time of up to 71 seconds (in AIRS Ch0), the
probability of encountering a spike increases to about a quarter of exposures. However this is
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misleading, as the signals are sampled up the ramp with multiple slope fits between reset
events. Therefore the data loss is comparable to the case of HD209458 considered here.

Figure 32: HD209458 noise budget obtained using ESA pointing timeline: top) AIRS Ch0
bottom) AIRS Ch1
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Figure 33: HD209458 noise budget obtained using ESA pointing timeline: left) NIRSpec,
right) VISPhot, FGS1, FGS2

Figure 34: HD209458 complete noise budget obtained using ESA pointing timeline (includes
correction for optimal extraction)
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8 Thermal stability
Emission from optical surfaces are negligible in ARIEL when compared to the signal of even
the faintest target (R-PERF-010). While the detector characteristics vary as a function of its
operational temperature, the FPA enclosure, and therefore the detector, is operated at a
sufficiently low and stable temperature, eliminating this variability. To verify this, the
relevant requirements are:
R-PRD-1200

Telescope

70K ±1K (±5K)

R-PRD-1210

Optical Bench

55K ±1K (±5K)

R-PRD-1240

AIRS & FGS Optics

55K ±1K (±5K)

R-PRD-1250

FGS System

70K ± 0.05K

R-PRD-1260

AIRS detectors

40K ± 0.05K

Table 6: Thermal stability requirements
All variations are intended peak-to-peak. A variation in temperature of any of the optical
elements results in its thermal emission being modulated. The major effect in the temperature
variation of the detector is that of a changing dark current. This is shown in Figure 35 where
we used ExoSim simulations and modulated the temperature over the interval required.
Temperature variations assumed are those in the table above, using the more pessimistic
values for optical elements in brackets to demonstrate that ARIEL is insensitive to these
effects). The figure caption gives an explanation.
The detector model used for these simulations is different, and a Teledyne with a cutoff
wavelength at 10.6 micron, operated at a temperature of 42K (see McMurtry, C., et al., 2013
for details and their Figure 5) is assumed. This because a measurement of dark current vs
temperature is available for this detector. This is an overly pessimistic case for ARIEL, yet
the photometric variations induced are negligibly small when compared to the flux of the
even the faintest target.
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Figure 35: This diagram shows the peak-to-peak signal variation relative to the faintest target star
signal induced by temperature fluctuations. Instrument emission variations correspond to ΔT = 10K
peak-to-peak in all optical elements (telescope, filters, prism, etc.) in the instrument light path. Inner
sanctum variations are estimated for ΔT = 2K peak-to-peak. Dark current variations assume an
identical detector for both AIRS channels and ΔT = 100mK peak-to-peak. For AIRS Ch0 this is an
overly pessimistic estimate. The lower cut-off wavelength of AIRS Ch0 and the low dark current
implied would result in a negligibly small dark current fluctuation noise in this band. All noise
sources are below 2% peak-to-peak indicated by the gray horizontal line (< 1% RMS). NVIR
channels not shown as effects are too small.
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9 Stellar variability
Stellar noise impacts transit spectroscopy by adding uncertainties to the stellar baseline flux
at each wavelength. Since the contrast ratio is used in both primary and secondary transit to
derive the planet radius or planet flux respectively, and this ratio is affected by the stellar
flux, stellar variability can lead to variations in the reconstructed planet spectrum. This
complex situation requires simulations to elucidate the uncertainties in the final reconstructed
spectrum resulting from stellar variability.

9.1 Modelling stellar variability noise using ExoSim
ExoSim provides an excellent test bed to simulate the effects of stellar variability. It uses a
numerical simulation that captures time correlated noise such as the effects of stellar
variability. It also includes the instrument model that modulates and propagates the effect of
the variations on the signal through to the final data products, taking into account binning
effects in the time and space domains. ExoSim requires an upstream model of the stellar
variability to generate simulated timelines at multiple wavelengths. We have adopted two
models to provide ExoSim with these inputs.
1) A model of the effects of convection-driven variability (pulsations and granulations)
developed at KU Leuven.
2) A model of star spots developed at Cardiff University.

9.2 Modelling the effects of convection-driven variability
Convection in the outer layer of stars induces stochastic pulsations and the emergence of
granulation on the stellar surface. Both of these phenomena cause local temperature
fluctuations and yield a stellar effective temperature that varies over time. The bolometric
luminosity seen from a star is directly related to its effective temperature, and so is the star’s
spectral energy distribution (variations in stellar radius and surface gravity are assumed
negligible due to the short timespans considered). Modelling the convection-driven part of
the stellar noise implies, first, modelling the effect of pulsations and granulation on a star’s
bolometric luminosity, second, relating the induced change in bolometric luminosity to a
change in effective temperature, third, computing the change in the stellar spectral energy
distribution over the passbands observed with ARIEL. The latter step is done using stellar
model atmospheres. In practice, during mission operation, photometry in the optical passband
of ARIEL will be used to predict the spectral energy distribution of the star in the infrared.
The effect of pulsations and granulation on a star’s bolometric luminosity is modelled using
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the approach presented in De Ridder et al., 2006. For pulsations, one extrapolates from the
pressure modes seen in the Sun (this approach is valid for spectral types cooler than F-type).
Four input parameters are required by the model, namely the timebase of the observation, the
pulsation mode frequencies and their decay times, and the pulsation amplitude profile in
frequency space. The timebase is arbitrarily selected to represent the duration of an exoplanet
transit. The pulsation mode frequencies are computed using the BiSON solar data of
Broomhall et al., 2009, which are scaled to the host star using the classic scaling relations
from Kjeldsen and Bedding, 1995. The decay times of the modes are adopted from the
BiSON solar data and employed unchanged. Finally the pulsation amplitude profile is
assumed to be a Gaussian distribution. The peak of the Gaussian is calculated using the
scaling relation of Kallinger et al., 2014, who derived their relations using Kepler data. Given
all the afore-mentioned inputs, a time series of stochastically excited damped modes is
simulated as a sum of sinusoidal and cosinusoidal components, characterized by their modal
inputs. To model granulation we use a first-order auto-regressive process (also known as
AR(1)). This process is used because it yields the classical Harvey model in the frequency
domain, which is known to be consistent with solar granulation signals (Harvey, 1985). In
the time domain AR(1) is equivalent to what is commonly known as a random walk, or
Brownian motion when discussing about the motion of particles in a gas. In terms of
modelling, inputs include the timebase of the observation (similar to the case of pulsations),
the granulation timescale, and the granulation amplitude. The latter two are computed using
the scaling relations of Kallinger et al., 2014. The effect of pulsations and granulation on the
bolometric luminosity of a star are summed together. This results in a function of bolometric
luminosity amplitude versus time (see Figure 36). To relate the bolometric luminosity
amplitude to a change in effective temperature the PHOENIX NextGen stellar model
atmospheres are used (Hauschildt et al., 1999). Taking spectra that share the same surface
gravity and metallicity, but having marginally different effective temperatures, the change in
effective temperature is computed as a function of bolometric luminosity amplitude, and thus
as a function of time. Conclusively, to determine the spectral noise, first the wavelength
spacing of the model atmospheres is made equidistant, and the resolution is degraded to the
passband resolution of ARIEL. A linear interpolation is then performed between nearby
absolutely calibrated atmospheric models, and for each time datum a spectral energy
distribution is recorded.
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Figure 36: Time series showing the effect of simulated granulation and pulsations on the
bolometric luminosity of a star of spectral type M2V. The plot has a timebase of 20 hours,
sampled every 10 seconds.

9.3 Noise from convection-driven variability
To obtain the noise expected during an ARIEL observation from convection-driven
variability, the SED timelines generated from the above KU Leuven model for different
stellar types were used in ExoSim simulations. ExoSim simulations were performed as
described previously, but using a minimum 6000 second observation time or a minimum of
250 exposures which ever gave the longer observation time. The goal was to find the out-oftransit noise contribution from this source (errors on the transit depth, if required, can be
approximated from this using an error propagation formula). All other noise sources were
switched off. We simulated the cases of GJ1214 by using an M star model timeline, and
HD209458 by using a solar model timeline. The simulation frame rate was adjusted as
previously described. We resampled the time cadence of the model SED grids to the ExoSim
simulation frame time and resampled the wavelength grid to match the wavelengths per pixel
column for the ARIEL channel being studied. Variations within the integration time are
captured and averaged since there are many hundreds of simulation frames within an
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integration time. Then the resampled timeline for a given wavelength was used to modulate
the flux in each pixel column of the corresponding wavelength at the level of the frame time.
In the case of photometric channels the central wavelength was assigned to all pixel columns,
and so a single wavelength was used to modulate the whole array. By averaging the
variability within the integration time, the standard deviation of the counts on each exposure
is reduced compared to simply sampling the timeline at the cadence of the exposures (but by
a lesser degree than expected for white noise, consistent with correlated noise). The output
FITS files from each simulation were then processed using the data reduction pipeline
described previously, to obtain the noise variance per unit time per spectral bin (or
photometric channel) resulting from convection-driven stellar variability. We then compare
these result with other noise sources obtained previously, to assess its significance to the
overall noise (Figures 38-40). An example of the final variations obtained in an ARIEL Ch0
spectral bin is shown in Figure 37. In Table 7 we show for each source the fractional noise in
different ARIEL channels from stellar convection as ppm, and in Table 8 we compare the
contribution of the stellar convection noise to the photon noise limit (source shot noise) by
obtaining the ratio of the variances.

Figure 37: Timeline of signal of GJ1214 with variations
due to stellar convection in one spectral bin (2.013
microns) in Ch0. Signals are the counts in each exposure
normalized to the mean signal count.
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Figure 38: Stellar convection noise contribution in AIRS Ch0: top) GJ1214, bottom) HD209458
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Figure 39: Stellar convection noise contribution in AIRS Ch1: top) GJ1214, bottom)
HD209458
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Figure 40 Stellar convection noise contribution in NIRSpec, VISPhot, FGS1, FGS2: top) GJ1214,
bottom) HD209458
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Channel
AIRS Ch1
AIRS Ch0
NIRSpec
FGS2
FGS1
VISPhot

GJ1214
15.4
24.5
32.2
36.6
43.6
13.2
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HD209458
9.6
9.8
11.2
19.6
21.7
40.5

Table 7: Stellar convection noise/signal as ppm (for a channel or spectral bin). Median
values shown for spectroscopic channels. Signal is the mean count for a single exposure,
and noise is the standard deviation of the signal resulting from stellar variation.
Channel
AIRS Ch1
AIRS Ch0
NIRSpec
FGS2
FGS1
VISPhot

GJ1214
0.00381
0.0143
0.0978
0.449
0.380
0.0781

HD209458
0.00171
0.00176
0.0114
0.120
0.104
0.708

Table 8: Stellar convection noise variance as a percent of photon noise variance (for a
channel or spectral bin). Median values shown for spectroscopic channels. Shown to 3
significant figures.
We find firstly, for both sources studied, that in ChO, that the noise contribution from stellar
convection is extremely low, being only slightly higher than zodi noise, and well below the
contributions due to photon noise from the source, read noise, dark current, and jitter noise.
In Ch1, the noise is lower still, only emission noise being lower except at the red end, where
it falls below the emission noise. We find the noise contribution is somewhat higher in
NIRSpec where the noise is higher than the dark current noise for both sources, but still well
below the photon noise, read noise and jitter noise. The contribution increases again in the
visual photometric channels, where it is again higher than the dark current noise, except for
GJ1214 in VISPhot where the extremely long integration time causes the stellar noise to fall
below the zodi noise and reach an extremely low value. Quantitatively, the fractional noise is
maximal at 43.6 ppm for GJ1214 in FGS1 and as low as 9.6 ppm for HD209458 in Ch1.
Thus as might be expected the M dwarf GJ1214 is a noisier target than the G type
HD209458. The contribution as noted is small compared to other noise sources, Table 8
showing that it never reaches more than 1% of the photon noise variance in any channel, and
has negligible contributions in Ch0 and Ch1. The increase in stellar convection noise with
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shorter wavelengths, reflects the increase in variation with shorter wavelengths generated by
the stellar model. Additional reasons for this are that integration times are in general shorter
with shorter wavelengths (with the exception of the GJ1214 VISPhot case), so there is less
averaging effect of the variations within the integration time (which tends to mitigate noise)
and a smaller denominator value when noise variance per unit time is being found.
Overall we conclude that this source of stellar variability is not a significant issue for the
ARIEL mission. Even without any attempt at decorrelating the effect, by taking the
advantage of the high spectral coverage, the effect is well within requirements (<10% RSS,
from R-PERF-190) and will not require any further treatment or decorrelation. However we
note that this model did not include flares and considered variations only on the time scale of
a single observation. The variations between observations will however likely be dominated
by changes in star spot numbers and for this we utilize our star spot model in an additional
set of ExoSim simulations.

9.4 Modelling the effects of star spots
Star spots cause uncertainties in the reconstructed planet spectrum through a) variations in
the stellar baseline flux between observations (unocculted spots), and b) distortions in the
transit light curves within an observation (occulted spots). A star spot model was developed
that simulates numerically the transit of a planet across a stellar hemisphere populated with
spots and faculae. The star and planet can be selected through ExoSim in the usual way, and
the number and distribution of spots varied through the selection of a filling factor (i.e. the
proportion of the visible stellar hemisphere covered by spots). A log-normal distribution
(Bogdan et al 1988, Solanki and Unruh 2004) is used to generate a random distribution of
spot sizes over the visible hemisphere for any given filling factor, the spots being located
over the surface with a random uniform distribution. The spot and faculae temperatures can
be adjusted, as can the faculae:spot area ratio (Q). No distinction is made between umbra and
penumbra of the spots, and the faculae are modelled as rings surrounding each spot (which is
not strictly an accurate picture of their distribution but allows the close association between
spot and faculae to be maintained, and for the Q factor to be implemented simply). By using
blackbody spectra for spots, faculae and stellar background based on temperature,
wavelength dependent flux contrasts are generated. PHOENIX spectra can be used as well. It
is assumed that for the duration of the transit there is no significant change in the size or
distribution of the spots. The planet transit is then simulated numerically. The transit chord
can be specified, and limb darkening included. Light curves are generated numerically for
each wavelength and the difference between light curves for the spotted star and the
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unspotted star obtained. This difference is then used to correct the model light curves
generated in ExoSim using the python function PyTransit (Parvien, 2015) based on the theory
of Mandel and Agol (2002). The ExoSim simulation then proceeds with these modified light
curves containing the signature of the spots. This setup will be used to perform Monte Carlo
simulations to assess the uncertainty on the final reconstructed spectrum, due to variations in
spot distribution and filling factor. Here we discussed the methodology. Results from this
analysis is planned to be included in the yellow book.

Figure 41: An example of the ExoSim star spot simulator spotted stellar
hemisphere with 10% filling factor.
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10 Discussion
In this document we have shown the results of simulations using the ExoSim simulation tool
applied to ARIEL's 6 channels. We find that the simulation results are in compliance with the
MRD noise requirements, making the current overall ARIEL design at this stage compliant.
The simulations have shown the wavelength dependent behaviour of different noise sources.
Although the ESA noise model serves as a simple and useful framework for requirements, it
does not capture the complexity of the wavelength dependency of certain noise sources such
as read noise or jitter. In addition jitter noise variance will not scale with integration time like
photon noise variance, and thus the concept of reducing the metric to noise variance per unit
time fails to accurately portray the behaviour of correlated noise sources where the variance
per unit time is a function of time. Nevertheless we successfully process the complex output
of ExoSim reducing the data to obtain values of Nmin and X that can be used to assess
mission level performance through the ESA radiometric model. Moreover, as noise is
estimated over the time scales of interest, this representation provides a reliable way to
demonstrate compliance. Indeed, the noise estimates provided by ExoSim are to all effects
average noise power spectral densities in the frequency band of relevance.
The ExoSim simulations have given us insight into the behaviour of jitter noise in particular.
We find it is highly complex, and we demonstrate many of its dependencies, which differ
somewhat in spectral and spatial directions. ExoSim provides a unique capability to assess
this noise and other correlated noise sources. We find that jitter decorrelation will be
mandatory for ARIEL data reduction, and we show that implementation of a jitter
decorrelation method mitigates the jitter noise to acceptable levels. The reduction of spectral
jitter in particular relies on this method. Spatial jitter can be mitigated by many additional
factors including aperture and mask placement, widening of the mask, or widening of the
PSF. We also find that the presence of PRNU produces a high level of both spectral and
spatial jitter that would be resistant to decorrelation without flat fielding. Initial simulations
for NIRSpec and FGS channels gave very large values of jitter noise (even after
decorrelation). In NIRSpec this was dominated by spectral jitter. We found by using the
natural broadening of the PSF from the WFE, larger spectral bins to mitigate spectral jitter
and optimal aperture mask sizing, combined with our image decorrelation method (not
applied to FGS channels), we can mitigate the jitter noise to acceptable levels.
These tests have also motivated the development of a data reduction pipeline, and
consideration of how noise optimization depends critically on data processing methods. We
showed an optimal extraction method can improve noise variance for background and
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instrumental noise sources by a factor of 2 compared to nominal aperture photometry. There
are of course many ways of binning, masking, and extracting spectra and our results are
based on a particular method that may be considered non-optimal. Thus our results may be
considered pessimistic or worst case results. This initial pipeline can however serve as the
nucleus for the development of more sophisticated pipelines during Phase B.
Finally we have shown initial results from our ExoSim stellar variability noise simulations,
with a simulation incorporating convection-driven stellar variability (pulsations and
granulations) timelines from the model developed at KU Leuven. We find that for ARIEL,
this type of noise is not significant compared to the photon noise and most other noise
sources, and should not require any special decorrelation methods. Additionally, we will use
ExoSim to look at stellar variability noise from star spots in ARIEL observations, and
quantify the uncertainties in exoplanet transit spectra arising from this source.
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11 Appendix
11.1 Aperture sizing
Optimal apertures were selected for each channel. For the spectroscopic channels we used
the minimisation of spatial jitter as the metric for the widening of the aperture at the blue end
of the channel (Figure 42).

Figure 42: Assessing best mask width expansion for spectroscopic channels based on improvement
in spatial jitter noise. Results for HD219134 with 100 exposures. Single realization for each
channel processed with different width expansion at the blue end of the mask (x factor in equation
2). Noise is the median noise in the bluest 5 spectral bins devoid of edge effects for AIRS Ch0 and
Ch1. For NIRSpec the median of all 6 spectral bins is taken as there is a significant wavelength
gap between the reddest spectral bin wavelength and the wavelength at the red end of the channel.
The relative change from the nominal mask with no width expansion is shown. An x factor of 1 is
chosen for Ch0 and Ch1 based on minimisation of the spatial jitter noise. There is no significant
improvement in applying an expansion to the mask in NIRSpec so the mask width used is
unchanged (x = 0).
For the photometric channels, we use SNR as the metric, as several competing noise sources
dominate, the main balance to be achieved is between jitter noise and read noise, but dark
current becomes significant too for some longer observations. The aperture radius used is:
Radius (in pixels) = Aperture radius factor x F λ / pixel size
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Figure 43: Relative SNR with aperture radius for HD219134 in
VISPhot, FGS1 and FGS2
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The aperture radius factor that results in the first maximum of the SNR was selected for the
data reduction of each target-channel combination. Based on the results (Figure 43), the
following aperture radius factors were used (Table 9).
VISPhot
FGS1
FGS2

HD219134
9
6
5

HD209458
9
7
5

GJ1214
8
7
5

Table 9: Aperture radius factors used for data reduction in this document

11.2 Noise improvement with Wiener filtering
The signal sampled by one detector pixel ij in the array is given by the convolution

Sij≃∫ ϕ (λ) Ps( x j −x(λ), y i )d λ

(16)

where φ(λ) is the signal rate in units of counts in the unit time and unit wavelength from the
point source. The dispersion law, LD, relates wavelengths to displacements in the focal plane
a s d λ =LD dx . The i-index defines array columns in the spectral direction. The j-index
defines array rows in the spatial direction. The effective PSF is Ps(x, y) and accounts for the
pixelization.
Assuming that the signal is constant over the size of Ps, then

Sij≃ϕ (λ j)∫ Ps(x j− x(λ), y i )d λ=ϕ(λ j )∫ Ps(x , y j)

dx
1
=ϕ(λ j )
e− y /2σ
LD
√2 π σ p
2
j

2
p

(17)

where Ps has been approximated by a Gaussian with unity area, and standard deviation σp in
units of length (i.e. μm) at the focal plane. From the approximation of the Airy diffraction
PSF with a Gaussian
σ p =0.42 F # λ=

1
N Δ
2.9 R p

(18)

The maximum likelihood estimate of N0 is given by the well know equation

N 0 (λ )=ϕ(λ j )Δ λ=ϕ(λ j )N r δ λ=

N r ∑ij Sij Ps( y i )Δ pix
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, Ps( y )=

1
−y /2σ
e
√2 π σ p
2

2
p

(19)
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The variance on the above is

VAR( N 0 )=

N 2R σ 2

∑ij Ps ( yi )Δ
2

2
pix

≃1.22N 2R σ 2

(20)

where σ is the noise standard deviation in one detector pixel, and the quantity at the LHS is
obtained integrating the Gaussian at the denominator.
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